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Abstract: In the digital age, the E-signature has replaced the handwritten signature. Since 1995, there have been three generations of E-signature law: the first mandated use of the digital signature, the second recognized the legal validity of all types of E-signatures, and the third recognizes all types of E-signatures, but gives preferred status to the digital signature. Vietnam’s Electronic Transactions Law (“ETL”), enacted in 2005, is third-generation; it recognizes all types of E-signatures, but favors use of the digital signature. Accreditation requirements are specified for Certification Authorities (“CA”), the issuers of certificates and verifiers to third parties that a digital signature is that of a specific subscriber. The CA is responsible for maintaining the security of information that it receives from its subscribers. The CA must inform the subscriber of any limitations on the use of the certificate. If an accredited CA issues a qualified certificate, it must meet more stringent security requirements which can only be achieved with a digital signature. CA’s must maintain a publicly-accessible repository of certificates and the public keys which relying third parties can use to decrypt a subscriber’s message. A CA may incur legal liability for publishing a certificate with inaccurate information or for not issuing a private key to the subscriber corresponding to the public key in the repository. The ETL allows certificates issued by CA’s in foreign countries to be recognized if they provide sufficient security. The author recommends that the following provisions be added to the ETL: (1) consumer protections for E-commerce participants; (2) several new computer crimes; (3) information technology courts; (4) mandatory E-government; (5) explicit long-arm jurisdiction; and (6) recognition of legal validity of electronic wills.

1. Introduction

“Vietnam is a developing, mainly agrarian country that is moving from a centrally-planned economy to a market economy.”1 More than 25% of all Vietnamese now have access to the internet.2 As more and more Vietnamese get online, E-commerce in Vietnam grows at an ever-expanding pace. In 2011, E-commerce sales were only about $350 million, but during 2012 they spiked to $500 million; that’s a 43% increase. And in 2015, the E-commerce market is forecast to be $2.5 billion, a 500% increase in only three years.3

Despite these impressive numbers, E-commerce has been hampered by several factors: (a) the preference of Vietnamese to use cash instead of credit cards in transactions, and the reluctance of merchants to pay the 2% credit card fee; (b) more affluent persons in Vietnam are usually older and often not computer-literate, and younger Vietnamese are often more computer-literate but have less money to spend in E-commerce transactions; (c) wariness of many Vietnamese to purchase anything without seeing and touching it;4 and (d) the failure of Vietnam’s E-commerce law to meet the needs of E-commerce

---

4 Id.
participants. This article will address the last of those factors and will make recommendations for amendment and improvement of Vietnam’s E-commerce law.

The objectives of this article are to: (1) recognize the significant growth trend in Vietnam’s E-commerce and to point out several factors hampering this trend; (2) explain the role of electronic signatures, cryptology, public key infrastructure, and certification authorities; (3) describe the three generations of electronic signature law; (3) analyze Vietnam’s Electronic Transactions Law (“ESL”); and (5) make recommendations for amendment and improvement of the ESL.

2. E-Signatures and the Advantages of the Digital Signature

Contract law worldwide has traditionally required the parties to affix their signatures to a document. With the onset of the electronic age, the electronic signature made its appearance. It has been defined as “any letters, characters, or symbols manifested by electronic or similar means and executed or adopted by a party with the intent to authenticate a writing,” or as “data in electronic form which are attached to or logically associated with other electronic data and which serve as a method of authentication.”

An electronic signature may take a number of forms: a digital signature; a digitized fingerprint; a retinal scan; a scanned, digitized image of a handwritten signature attached to an electronic message; clicking the “I accept” or “I agree” icon (the “clickwrap” method); the name in a email address; a pin number; or merely a name typed at the end of an e-mail message.

When entering into a contract online, four degrees of security are possible. In ascending order, they are: (1) merely clicking an “I Agree” button on a computer screen; (2) the use of a password or a credit card number to verify a customer’s intention that goods or services are to be purchased; (3) use of a biometric method, a unique physical attribute of a party (e.g., a voice pattern, facial recognition, a scan of the retina or the iris within a person’s eyeball, a digital reproduction of a fingerprint, or a digitized image of a handwritten signature that is attached to an electronic message); and (4) a digital signature, which is more complex and provides more security than biometrics. Many laypersons erroneously assume that the digital signature is merely a digitized version of a handwritten signature. This is not the case, as preferable to biometric identifiers, but there are dissenters; e.g., see Biometrics, despite its potential utility as a form of electronic signature, has at least two drawbacks in comparison with the digital signature: (1) The attachment of a person’s biological traits to a document does not ensure that the document has not been altered, i.e., it “does not freeze the contents of the document; and (2) The recipient of the document must have a database of biological traits of all signatories dealt with in order to verify that a particular person sent the document. K.H. Pun, Lucas Hui, K.P. Chow, W.W. Tsang, C.F. Chong & B.W. Chan, “Review of the Electronic Transactions Ordinance: Can the Personal Identification Number Replace the Digital Signature?,” 32 HONG KONG LAW JOURNAL 241, 256-57 (2002). The digital signature does not have these two weaknesses and most seem to view the digital signature as preferable to biometric identifiers, but there are dissenters; e.g., see Benjamin Wright, “Symposium: Cyber Rights, Protection, and Markets: Article, ‘Eggs in Baskets: Distributing the Risks of Electronic Signatures,’” 32 WEST LOS ANGELES LAW REVIEW 215, 225-26 (2001).
case, however; the digital signature refers to the entire document.\textsuperscript{15} It is “the sequence of bits that is created by running an electronic message through a one-way hash function and then encrypting the resulting message digest with the sender’s private key.”\textsuperscript{16} A digital signature has two major advantages over other forms of electronic signatures: (1) it verifies authenticity that the communication came from a designated sender; and (2) it verifies the integrity of the content of the message, giving the recipient assurance that the message was not altered.\textsuperscript{17}

The technology used with digital signatures is known as Public Key Infrastructure, or “PKI.”\textsuperscript{18} PKI consists of four steps. (1) A public-private key pair is created; the private key will be kept in confidence by the sender, but the public key will be available online. (2) The sender will digitally “sign” the message by creating a unique digest of the message and encrypting it. A “hash value” is created by applying a “hash function”—a standard mathematical function—to the contents of the electronic document. The hash value, ordinarily consisting of a sequence of 160 bits, is a digest of the document’s contents. Whereupon, the hash function is encrypted, or scrambled, by the signatory using his private key. The encrypted hash function is the “digital signature” for the document.\textsuperscript{19} (3) The digital signature is attached to the message and both are sent to the recipient. (4) The recipient will decrypt the digital signature by using the sender’s public key. If decryption is possible the recipient knows the message is authentic, i.e., that it came from the purported sender. Finally, the recipient will create a second message digest of the communication and compare it to the decrypted message digest. If they match, the recipient knows the message has not been altered.\textsuperscript{20}

3. Three-Generations of Electronic Signature Law

A. First Generation: Digital Signature Required

In 1995, the U.S. State of Utah became the first jurisdiction in the world to enact an electronic signature law.\textsuperscript{21} In the Utah statute, digital signatures were required and other types of electronic signatures were not recognized.\textsuperscript{22} The authors of the Utah statute believed, with some justification, that digital signatures provide the greatest degree of security for electronic transactions. Utah was not alone; other jurisdictions granting exclusive recognition to the digital signature include Argentina,\textsuperscript{23} Bangladesh,\textsuperscript{24} India,\textsuperscript{25} Malaysia,\textsuperscript{26} Nepal,\textsuperscript{27} New Zealand\textsuperscript{28} and Russia.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{15} The Hong Kong E-commerce law typically defines a digital signature as follows: “an electronic signature of the signor generated by the transformation of the electronic record using an asymmetric cryptosystem and a hash function such that a person having the initial untransformed electronic record and the signor’s public key can determine: (a) whether the transformation was generated using the private key that corresponds to the signor’s public key; and (b) whether the initial electronic record has been altered since the transformation was generated.” Hong Kong Special Autonomous Region, ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS ORDINANCE, Ord. No. 1 of 2000, s 2; http://www.hklii.org/hk/legis/en/ord/553/.

\textsuperscript{16} Note 7 supra at 146.


\textsuperscript{19} Pun, Note 1 supra at 249.


\textsuperscript{21} UTAH CODE ANN. 46-3-101 et seq., 1995. This first-generation statute was repealed in 2000 and replaced with the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, a second-generation model law. UTAH CODE ANN. 46-4-101 et seq. (2000); http://le.utah.gov/~code/TITLE46/46_04.htm.

\textsuperscript{22} Id.

Unfortunately, these jurisdictions’ decision to allow the utilization of only one form of technology is burdensome and overly-restrictive. Forcing users to employ digital signatures gives them more security, but this benefit may be outweighed by the digital signature’s possible disadvantages: more expense because of the fee paid to the certification authority; lesser convenience due to being forced to use a certification authority; forcing users to use one type of technology to the exclusion of others when another type of technology might be better suited to a particular type of transaction; use of a more complicated technology which may be less adaptable to technologies used in other nations, or even by other persons within the same nation; inappropriate risk allocation between users if fraud occurs; and the potential disincentive to invest in development of alternative technologies.  

B. Second Generation: All Types of E-Signatures Accepted

Jurisdictions in the Second Generation overcompensated. They did the complete reversal of the First Generation and did not include any technological restrictions whatsoever in their statutes. They did not insist upon the utilization of digital signatures, or any other form of technology, to the exclusion of other types of electronic signatures. These jurisdictions have been called “permissive” because they take a completely open-minded, liberal perspective on electronic signatures and do not contend that any one of them is necessarily better than the others. The United States of America is a member of this generation; the overriding majority of its jurisdictions (forty-five states, the District of Columbia, and the Territories of Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands) have enacted the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (either in its entirety or with minor amendments), a permissive second-generation model law. Australia has also enacted a second-generation statute.


21 Bangladesh, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION) ACT 2000 (Draft); http://www.bangladeshgateway.org/lawit.pdf.
24 Russian Federation, ELECTRONIC DIGITAL SIGNATURE LAW, Federal Law No. 1 FZ, 10 January 2002.
27 United States of America, ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN GLOBAL AND NATIONAL COMMERCE ACT, 7A U.L.A. 20 (Supp. 2000); http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ucl/efnact99/19990/ua/99.htm. The State of Washington is the only U.S. jurisdiction presently having a first-generation statute, and these states have third-generation statutes: Alabama, Georgia, Florida and Ohio. See also United States of America, ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN GLOBAL AND...
The disadvantage of the permissive perspective is that it does not take into account that, in fact, some types of electronic signatures are better than others. A PIN number and a person’s name typed at the end of an E-mail message are both forms of electronic signatures, but neither is able to even approach the degree of security that is provided by the digital signature.

C. Third Generation: Acceptance of All E-Signatures, With a Preference for Digital Signature

Singapore was the vanguard of the Third Generation. In 1998, that country adopted a compromise, middle-of-the-road position with respect to the various types of electronic signatures. In terms of relative degree of technological neutrality, Singapore adopted a “hybrid” model—a preference for the digital signature in terms of greater legal presumption of reliability and security, but not to the exclusion of other forms of electronic signatures. The digital signature is given more respect under the Singapore statute, but it is not granted a monopoly as in the original Utah statute. Singapore allows other types of electronic signatures to be employed. This technological open-mindedness is commensurate with a global perspective and allows parties to more easily consummate electronic transactions with parties from other nations.

In recent years, more and more nations have joined the Third Generation. They recognize the security advantages afforded by the digital signature and indicate a preference for the digital signature over other forms of electronic signatures. This preference is exhibited in several ways: (1) utilization of a digital signature using a PKI system is explicitly required for authentication of an electronic record; (2) utilization of a digital signature with PKI seems to be necessary in order for an electronic record to comply with any statutory requirement that a record be in paper form; and (3) in order for a signature in electronic form to comply with a statutory requirement that a pen-and-paper signature be affixed, it must be a digital signature created with PKI. Nevertheless, the Third Generation jurisdictions do not appear to be as technologically-restrictive as those in the First Generation. They do not compel the E-commerce participant to use only the digital signature, in lieu of other forms of electronic signatures, as the State of Utah did in its original statute of 1995.


Although granting legal recognition to most types of electronic signatures, the original Singapore statute of 1998 made a strong suggestion to users—in two ways—that they should use the digital signature because it is more reliable and more secure than the other types of electronic signatures: (1) digital signatures were given more respect under rules of evidence in a court of law than other forms of electronic signatures, and electronic documents signed with them carried a legal presumption of reliability and security—these presumptions were not given to other forms of electronic signatures; and (2) although all forms of electronic signatures were allowed to be used in Singapore, its electronic signature law established comprehensive rules for the licensing and regulation of Certification Authorities, whose critical role is to verify the of authenticity and integrity of electronic messages affixed to electronic signatures. See Stephen E. Blythe, “Singapore Computer Law: An International Trend-Setter with a Moderate Degree of Technological Neutrality,” 33 OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW 525-562 (2006). The ETA was amended in 2010 pertinent to: application and consent; electronic originals; time and place of dispatch and receipt; invitation to make offers; automated message systems; and E-government. Another amendment opens up the possibility of technological neutrality, i.e., that the ETA may eventually become applicable to other security procedures such as biometrics. Republic of Singapore, Infocomm Development Authority website, “Differences Between Electronic Transactions Act 1998 and Electronic Transactions Act 2010;” http://www.ida.gov.sg/Policies%20and%20Regulation/20100630114202.aspx. However, because the attainment of technological neutrality remains to be seen, the author declined at this point to reclassify Singapore as a member of the Second Generation.
The moderate position adopted by Singapore has now become the progressive trend in international electronic signature law. The hybrid approach is the one taken by the United Nations’ Model Law on Electronic Signatures,36 the European Union’s E-Signatures Directive,37 Armenia,38 Azerbaijan39 Barbados,40 Bermuda,41 Bulgaria,42 Burana,43 China44 Colombia,45 Croatia,46 Dubai,47 Egypt,48


The MLES takes an intermediate stance between the two extreme positions: requiring the sole use of the signature (first generation), and acceptance of any type of E-signature (second generation). Instead, the MLES recognizes all types of E-signatures, but shows a preference for the digital signature. MLES comment 34.

37 Note 8 supra; see Stephen E. Blythe, Note 31 supra, second citation. For concise coverage of European Union law, see Stephen E. Blythe, “E-Signature Law and E-Commerce Law of the European Union and its Member States,” THE UKRAINIAN JOURNAL OF BUSINESS LAW, pp. 22-26, May, 2008, Kiev, Ukraine. In an assessment of the effectiveness of its E-Signature Directive in 2006, the European Commission concluded that contracting parties had been slow to use digital signatures, but that “many other simpler electronic signature applications had become available.” Reasons advanced by the Commission for the slow rate of adoption of digital signatures include: “technical problems in the marketplace, a lack of criteria for certification and mutual recognition, a lack of interoperability at national and cross-border levels, and the existence of isolated areas where certificates were used for a single purpose.” Overall, the primary reason advanced was an economic one, caused by a typical user’s decision to eschew development of a multi-application digital signature in favor of an E-signature which is applicable to its own industry, e.g., the banking sector. REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF DIRECTIVE 1999/93/EC ON A COMMUNITY FRAMEWORK FOR ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES, s 5.2, COM (2006), cited in Boss, Note 30 supra at 695-96. Despite the less than enthusiastic reception of the digital signature in Europe and elsewhere, that rate of acceptance is expected to be given a “shot in the arm” felt worldwide by the “United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea (hereinafter “Rotterdam Rules”),” http://www.bakernet.com/ecommerce/bermuda.eta.doc. The Rotterdam Rules became effective on 23 September 2009 and recognize the legal validity of electronic bills of lading. In order to comply with the security requirements of Article 38 of the Rotterdam Rules, it will apparently be necessary to employ a digital signature. Felix W.H. Chan, “In Search of a Global Theory of Maritime Electronic Commerce: China’s Position on the Rotterdam Rules,” 40 JOURNAL OF MARITIME LAW AND COMMERCE 185 (2009). See also Manuel Alba, “Electronic Commerce Provisions in the UNCITRAL Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea,” 44 TEXAS INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL 387 (2009). Accordingly, a la Mark Twain’s rumored death, any notion that the digital signature is passé appears to have been “greatly exaggerated.” The digital signature appears to have a bright future because, presently at least, it provides the epitome of security.


44 People’s Republic of China, Order No. 18 of the President, LAW OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA ON ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE, Adopted at the 11th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the Tenth National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China, Promulgated 28 August 2004, Effective 1 April 2005. The statute was translated into English by the Beijing University School of Law, Beijing, China, and is available (by subscription only) at their website: http://www.lawinfochina.com/dispecontent.asp?id=1&i=3691. See Stephen E. Blythe, “China’s New Electronic Signature Law and Certification Authority Regulations: A Catalyst for Dramatic
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Pakistan,58 Peru,59 Slovenia,60 South Korea,61 Taiwan,62 Tunisia,63 Turkey,64 United Arab Emirates,65 Vanuatu66 and in the proposed statute of Uganda.67 Many other nations have adopted the hybrid


approach; Vietnam is one of them.

4. Vietnam’s Electronic Transactions Law

Vietnam enacted its Electronic Transactions Law (hereinafter “ETL”) in 2005 and it became effective on 1 March 2006. The purpose of the ETL is. The ETL contains third-generation E-signature provisions and is technologically neutral. The Ministry of Post and Telematics (“Ministry”) is responsible for implementation of the ETL. The ETL is inapplicable to documents pertinent to: real property; wills; marriage and divorce; birth and death; and bills of exchange.

A. Fulfillment of Statutory Requirements

The legal validity of electronic information cannot be denied merely because of its form; furthermore, electronic information cannot be denied admission into evidence merely because of its form. Information in digital form may be used to satisfy a statutory requirement for the information to be: expressed in a paper document; expressed in the original form; or retained. An E-signature may be used to comply with a statutory requirement for a paper document to be signed, or to comply with a statutory requirement for a paper document to be stamped with a seal of a “concerned agency or organization.”

----------


ETL art. 54.

ETL art. 53.

ETL art. 1. If any other law is in contravention of this statute, the ETL will be controlling. ETL art. 3.

ETL art. 5(3).

ETL art. 8(2).

Id.

ETL art. 11.

ETL art. 14(1). Factors to be considered in assignment of the weight of the evidence include: the reliability of the manner of its creation, transmission and storage; the measures taken to ensure that the evidence has not been modified since its creation; and the means of identification of its creator. ETL art. 14(2).

ETL art. 12. The information must be accessible for subsequent reference. Id.

ETL art. 13. The information must not have been modified, other than endorsements ordinarily occurring during transmission and reception; and it must be accessible for subsequent reference. Id.

ETL art. 15. The information must be: accessible for subsequent reference; stored in the original format, or expressed in a format which is a truthful depiction of the contents; and the time and place of transmission and reception must be indicated. Id.

ETL art. 24(1). This is allowed, provided: the subscriber’s identity is indicated, as well as his approval of the document’s contents; and the method of generation of the E-signature is “sufficiently reliable,” given the context in which the document was created and transmitted. Id.

ETL art. 24(2). This is allowed if the advanced E-signature of the agency or organization is used, and the E-signature is supported with a CA’s certificate. Id.
B. Definitions

An E-signature consists of “words, letters, numerals, symbols, sounds or other forms,” is created using “electronic means” and is “logically attached or associated with a data message and capable of certifying the person who has signed it as well as the approval of such person to the content of the signed data message.”82 A “secure” E-signature must be supported with a certificate issued by a CA.83

C. Certification Authorities

Vietnam’s ETL is the only statute this researcher has found in which a CA is referred to as an “e-signature certification service-providing organization.”84 The primary duty of CA’s is to issue certificates in support of advanced E-signatures.85 CA’s are categorized as “public” or “specialized.”86 CA’s must: provide certification services in compliance with the ETL; use reliable equipment and competent personnel; guarantee the substantive portions of certificates they issue; facilitate ascertainment of origin of E-documents and attached E-signatures by relying third parties and state agencies; maintain an up-to-date and accessible registry of certificates; keep all relevant parties informed of the status of issued certificates; give all relevant parties at least ninety days’ notice of intention to go out of business; and archive certificates for at least five years after cancellation.87 The subscriber is responsible for: maintaining security of the private key; promptly informing the CA and relying third parties if the security has been compromised; and ensuring that truthful information is given to the CA and that the information contained in the certificate is accurate.88 Relying third parties are responsible for: confirmation that the E-signature is reliable before accepting it; ascertainment of the validity of the supporting certificate, if any; and abiding by any limitations expressed in the certificate.89 Certificates issued by foreign CA’s are legally recognized in Vietnam if they have a comparable degree of reliability.90

D. E-Contracts

The legal validity of a contract cannot be denied merely because it is in electronic form.91 However, all parties to a contract must have voluntarily agreed to use the electronic form; no one can be compelled to use it against his will.92 E-contracts are controlled both by the ETL and by the law of contracts.93 The parties are free to make agreements concerning “technical requirements, certification, and conditions to ensure integrity and confidentiality…”94

82 ETL art. 21(1).
83 ETL art. 22(2). Furthermore, an advanced E-signature: must be generated with signature creation data which are unique to the subscriber, and under his exclusive control at time of execution; and any subsequent modifications to either the E-signature or the attached document must be detectable. ETL art. 22(1).
84 ETL art. 4(13). A CA is defined as “an organization carrying out e-signature certification services in accordance with the provisions of law.” Id.
85 A certificate must contain: name and contact information of CA and subscriber; identification number; period of validity; public key; CA’s E-signature; limitations on purpose or value of transactions, if any; and limitations on CA’s legal liability, if any. ETL art. 29.
86 ETL art. 30. A public CA serves parties engaged in public activities, and a license is not required for them. ETL art. 30(2). On the other hand, a specialized CA serves parties engaged in “specialized activities or domains,” and those CA’s must hold a license. ETL art. 30(3).
87 ETL art. 31(1). The Ministry is authorized to promulgate additional regulations pertinent to CA’s. ETL art. 32(2).
88 ETL art. 25(2).
89 ETL art. 26(2).
90 ETL art. 27(1). Factors to be used in determination of reliability include international standards; and treaties entered into by Vietnam. Id.
91 ETL art. 34. An E-contract may be consummated either wholly or partially using the electronic form; an offer, acceptance or both may use the electronic form. ETL art. 36. This provision achieves one of the aims recently stated by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL): if a nation’s law provides that a contract must be in writing to be enforceable, that law may be satisfied if a contract is in electronic form. UNCITRAL, United Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts (2005), art. 8(1); http://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/electcom/06-57452_Ebook.pdf.
92 ETL art. 35(1).
93 ETL art. 35(2).
94 ETL art. 35(3).
The attribution rules refer to the person himself or to an automatically-programmed computer, but do not include the agent of the person.\textsuperscript{95} The rules relating to the time of receipt of the message are confusing because, at one point, they do not include the case where the recipient has not designed a computer system;\textsuperscript{96} at another point, however, provision is made for both cases (i.e., in which the recipient has/has not designated a specific computer information system for the message to be sent).\textsuperscript{97} Ordinary acknowledgement-of-receipt rules are included.\textsuperscript{98} The rules relating to place of transmission and reception specify: an organization’s place of business which is most related to the transaction in question; or in the case of an individual, his private residence.\textsuperscript{99}

As a general rule, it is illegal for a person, agency or organization to violate the ETL; penal or administrative sanctions may be imposed.\textsuperscript{100} More specifically, it is illegal to: prevent voluntary selection of the electronic form; interfere with transmission or reception of E-messages, or to modify them without authorization; create or sell software designed to sabotage a computer information system; use an E-message to commit another unlawful act; or to wrongfully use another’s E-signature.\textsuperscript{101}

Parties with disputes pertinent to E-contracts are encouraged to use mediation and conciliation instead of the court system, but the court system is available to resolve them if necessary.\textsuperscript{102}

\textbf{E. e-Government}

A state agency may use the electronic form for communication: within itself; between itself and another agency; or between itself and an external private party.\textsuperscript{103} State agencies are encouraged to use the electronic form and to prepare a plan for adoption of the electronic form.\textsuperscript{104} State agencies are mandated to specify: the format and forms of E-messages to be used; types of E-signatures and certification requirements; and required security procedures to be adhered to.\textsuperscript{105} If a state agency’s computer information system makes an error, the agency is responsible for promptly informing the other party and for correcting it.\textsuperscript{106} The other party is also responsible for complying with the ETL and with state agencies’ regulations relating to E-government.\textsuperscript{107}

\textbf{F. Security Obligations of the Parties}

All parties engaged in an E-contract, or engaged in a communique with a state agency, are obligated to: use effective security procedures;\textsuperscript{108} ensure that they do not contaminate the integrity of other parties’ E-documents;\textsuperscript{109} and maintain confidentiality of other parties’ information.\textsuperscript{110} Furthermore, an internet service provider (“ISP”) has a duty to “prevent and stop the use of their network services for dissemination of data messages which are against the cultural traditions, national ethics, or prejudicial to the national security, public order and safety or violate other provisions of law;”\textsuperscript{111} if the ISP fails to promptly remove offensive material after being instructed to do so by “competent state agencies,” the ISP will be legally accountable.\textsuperscript{112} This is an unfortunate provision because it forces internet service providers to look for and remove offensive materials, and there is a chilling effect on freedom of speech and the

\textsuperscript{95} ETL art. 16.
\textsuperscript{96} ETL art. 18(2)(a).
\textsuperscript{97} ETL art. 19(1).
\textsuperscript{98} ETL art. 18(2)(c)–(e).
\textsuperscript{99} ETL art. 19(2).
\textsuperscript{100} ETL art. 50. No penalties are specified for these offenses; this is a weakness of the statute.
\textsuperscript{101} ETL art. 9. No penalties are specified for these offenses; this is a weakness of the statute.
\textsuperscript{102} ETL art. 52.
\textsuperscript{103} ETL art. 39.
\textsuperscript{104} ETL art. 40(3)–(4).
\textsuperscript{105} State agencies must be able to provide a high degree of security of their E-messages. ETL art. 41.
\textsuperscript{106} ETL art. 40(6).
\textsuperscript{107} ETL art. 42.
\textsuperscript{108} ETL art. 43.
\textsuperscript{109} ETL art. 44.
\textsuperscript{110} ETL art. 45.
\textsuperscript{111} ETL art. 46.
\textsuperscript{112} ETL art. 47(1).
\textsuperscript{113} ETL art. 47(2).
freedom of the internet. These same “competent state agencies” may require a party to store an E-document the agency is scrutinizing, or to provide a passport or access to a computer system they are inspecting. These agencies have an unfettered right to search and seize computer systems and E-documents of private parties, this is egregious and further chills freedom of speech and freedom of the internet.

G. Evaluation of the ETL

The Electronic Transactions Law (“ETL”) contains the following noteworthy provisions: third-generation E-signature rules which allow recognition of all types of E-signatures, while encouraging the use of the digital signature because of its advantages; use of an E-signature to comply with a statutory requirement for affixation of an organizational seal on a paper document, thereby sidestepping this antiquated contractual requirement emanating from the Middle Ages; preeminence of the ETL over other laws relating to E-transactions (e.g., contract law) if there is a disagreement between the two, which attaches more significance to this statute and provides for resolution of a potential conflict of laws; distinction between public and specialized CA’s, allowing specialists to handle more complex transactions relating to specific categories; specification of relying third parties’ responsibilities, thereby placing parameters on the responsibilities of CA’s and subscribers; the freedom of parties to an E-contract to make an agreement regarding technical and certification requirements, resulting in the parties being allowed to tailor a contract to fit their specific technical and certification needs; defining an E-contract as either wholly or partially in electronic form, thereby defining E-contracts broadly in order to extend the scope of this statute and its attendant advantages; and responsibilities of parties to E-government transactions, providing notice to users of E-government services of their responsibilities. The ETL’s most glaring defect is the unfettered power given to government agencies to police the internet and E-messages, and the onus placed on an ISP to police the content of material that it disseminates; these are not surprising developments given the authoritarian government of Vietnam. Other weaknesses include: absence of a comprehensive list of computer crimes and penalties, increasing the likelihood that the statute will not be enforced; attribution rules fail to include an agent of a sender, an essential item given the fact that persons often employ agents to conduct their business; confusion regarding assumed time of receipt of an E-message, an important factor whenever time is of the essence; and, despite encouraging the use of conciliation in dispute resolution, failing to mention the specific conciliatory methods to be used. Some of these deficiencies would be addressed by adopting the amended recommendations for change, covered next.

5. Recommendations for Improvement of Vietnam’s Cyber law

This section needs a short introduction. Describe the current status of cyberlaw and why it necessitates the following recommendations!

Vietnam has chosen to name its cyber statute “Electronic Transactions Law.” In other words, the statute’s professed scope is law pertaining to all aspects of online consummation of all transactions, including business transactions. In order to consummate online transactions most effectively and efficiently, it is necessary to make several additions to the existing law, as follows:

A. Add: Consumer Protections in E-Commerce Contracts

Consumer protections for those entering E-commerce contracts have been overlooked. As a model, Vietnam can look to the European Union’s Directive on Consumer Rights. Chapter I of the Directive
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contains common definitions, such as “consumer” and “trader”; it also provides that the Directive’s rules are applicable to all Member States, except in a few specified cases. Chapter II contains types of information required to be provided to consumers by all traders; Member States may impose more onerous information requirements. Chapter III contains information required to be given to consumers by E-commerce traders; it also regulates an E-commerce consumer’s right of withdrawal (length of the withdrawal, procedure and effects of the withdrawal) and includes a standard withdrawal form. Chapter IV contains rules pertaining to delivery and passing of risk in contracts for the sale of goods; it also contains rules regarding costs for use of debit or credit cards, rules on telephone hotlines operated by traders, rules concerning additional payments, and rules on the use of pre-ticked boxes. Chapter V contains general enforcement provisions and a mandate that the Member States must implement the Directive by 13 June 2014.\(^{117}\)

B. Add: Several New Computer Crimes

The following computer crimes should be recognized: (a) Unauthorized Access to Computer Material; (b) Unauthorized Tampering with Computer Information; (c) Unauthorized Use of a Computer Service; (d) Unauthorized Interference in the Operation of a Computer; and (e) Unauthorized Dissemination of Computer Access Codes or Passwords. The Singapore Computer Misuse Act is one of the most comprehensive computer crime statutes and can be used as a model.\(^{118}\)

C. Add: Information Technology Courts

Because of the specialized knowledge often required in the adjudication of E-commerce disputes, Information Technology Courts similar to those used in Nepal should be established as courts-of-first-instance for them. Nepalese I.T. Courts use tribunals comprised of three experts. The chairperson is an attorney versed in E-commerce law, and the other two members are an I.T. expert and a business management expert. The attorney is required to hold a law degree and be a member of the bar with relevant legal experience; the I.T. person is required to hold a graduate degree in an I.T.-related field and have experience in that field; and the business management expert is required to hold a graduate degree in business administration and have managerial experience.\(^{119}\)

D. Add: Mandatory E-Government

In order to reduce cost and to make governmental functions more convenient for citizens, E-government needs to be emphasized and mandated. By established deadlines, governmental departments should begin to convert to provision of online services if possible. Estonia has one of the world’s best models of E-government. The country has established a national E-government portal. Government departments use online procurement. Many online services are provided to Estonians, including: filing of court documents; business registration; land registration; notary; administration of the the national I.D. card; and appointments with public officials.\(^{120}\)

E. Add: Explicit Long-Arm Jurisdiction

Because so many of the E-transactions will occur between Vietnam residents and foreign parties, it would be prudent for Vietnam to formally state its claim of “long arm” jurisdiction against any party who is a
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resident or citizen of a foreign country, so long as that party has established “minimum contacts” with Vietnam.\textsuperscript{121} Minimum contacts will exist, for example, if a cyber-seller outside of Vietnam makes a sale to a party living within Vietnam. In that situation, the E-contract rules of the ETL should be applicable to the foreign person or entity outside of Vietnam because that person or firm has had an effect upon Vietnam through the transmission of an electronic message that was received in Vietnam. The foreign party should not be allowed to evade the jurisdiction of the Vietnamese courts merely because they are not physically present in the country. After all, E-commerce is an inherently international phenomenon.

Vietnam should make treaties with other nations that account for most of its foreign E-commerce; the purpose of the treaties would be to establish reciprocal recognition of jurisdiction over E-commerce parties, and the enforcement of judgments in E-commerce lawsuits.\textsuperscript{122} Also, Vietnam should become a member of the International Consumer Protection and Enforcement Network, an organization which identifies and promotes measures for effective consumer protection enforcement.\textsuperscript{123} These actions should stimulate the growth of Vietnamese E-commerce because all parties will have a better means of dispute resolution.

F. Add: Recognition of Legal Validity of Electronic Wills

Vietnam should work toward minimization, if not elimination, of the ETL’s exclusions from coverage. The country should begin this task by recognizing the legal validity of electronic wills. Presently, a will must be in paper form with a handwritten signature to be enforceable. This exclusion should be eliminated; electronically-signed wills should be recognized.\textsuperscript{124}

6. Summary and Conclusions

Since 1995, there have been three generations of E-signature law: the first mandated use of the digital signature, the second recognized the legal validity of all types of E-signatures, and the third recognizes all types of E-signatures, but gives preferred status to the digital signature.

The Electronic Transactions Law (“ETL”) includes a third-generation E-signature law and has the following noteworthy provisions: recognition that an E-signature may be used to comply with a statutory requirement for a paper document to be stamped with the seal of a “concerned agency or organization;” a dichotomy of CA’s as either “public” or “specialized;” a relatively greater amount of responsibility placed on relying third parties to confirm the reliability of an E-signature before accepting it; recognition that an E-contract is governed not only by the ETL, but also by the general contract law; freedom of the parties to an E-contract to make agreements regarding technical requirements, confidentiality, certification and integrity; recognition that a contract may be consummated either fully, or partially, in electronic form; encouragement of use of mediation in dispute resolution of E-contracts; and, if a government department’s computer system makes an error in a transaction or communiqué with a citizen, that department is responsible for informing the citizen and correcting the error. Unfortunately, the ETL has at least two weaknesses: several exclusions from coverage; and an egregious mandate for an internet service provider to police the internet and to remove any material which is contrary to national security, public order and safety, cultural traditions and national ethics. Undoubtedly, the latter item has a chilling effect on freedom of speech via the internet.

The following provisions are recommended to be added: (1) consumer protections for E-commerce participants; (2) several new computer crimes; (3) information technology courts; (4) mandatory E-government; (5) explicit long-arm jurisdiction; and (6) recognition of legal validity of electronic wills.

\textsuperscript{121} The Republic of Tonga is an example of a nation that has claimed long-arm jurisdiction over E-commerce parties, and its statute may be used as a model. See Stephen E. Blythe, Note 66 supra, final citation.
\textsuperscript{124} The aversion to electronic wills is beginning to dissipate. In 2005, the U.S. State of Tennessee became the first American jurisdiction to recognize the legal validity of a will that is executed with an electronic signature. See Chad Michael Ross, Comment, “Probate—Taylor v. Holt—The Tennessee Court of Appeals Allows a Computer Generated Signature to Validate a Testamentary Will,” 35 UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS LAW REVIEW 603 (2005).
S. Blythe
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